Abstract
Intruction
Hydraulic pump is the heart of hydraulic system and it directly affect the normal operation of the hydraulic system,so its condition monitoring and fault diagnosis is critical [1] [2] [3] .Bearing failure is a common hydraulic pump failure.Once happened,it would lead to increase in noise, vibration and power consumption.Since additional vibration caused by bearing failure is much weaker than the hydraulic pump natural vibration, the conventional signal processing methods can not effectively extract the bearing fault information and it is difficult to recognize the bearing early failure.
When hydraulic pump bearing failure occurs, it will cause a periodic instantaneous impact and spark the natural vibration of hydraulic pump.The high-frequency vibration is modulated by the pulse power and we can identify the fault characteristic frequency by envelope analysis. But the traditional envelope analysis method need to determine the filtering bandwidth which is based on empirical knowledge.However, the vibration mechanism of hydraulic pump is complex and it is difficult to accurately determine the resonance frequency caused by different defects.
As a "mathematical microscope" and multi-resolution characteristics [4] , Wavelet transform is widely used in bearing fault diagnosis [5] [6] .But the choice of wavelet has a greate impact on analysis and it doesn't have the adaptive signal decomposition characteristics.Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) is a new signal processing method proposed by Huang [7] [8] . It can choose frequency band adaptively and determine the resolution of signal in different frequency bands according to the characteristics of the signal. EMD is especially suitable for non-linear, non-stationary signal analysis and has been widely applied in many areas [9] [10] .
A hydraulic pump bearing fault diagnosis method which combines EMD with envelope spectrum analysis is proposed in this artile. Firstly, we decompose vibration signal of the hydraulic pump through EMD and a few IMF(Intrinsic Mode Function) are obtained.Then, the first three IMF are analyze by envelope spectrum analysis. At last, the working condition and the fault type of the bearing can be judged from envelope spectrum analysis. Experiments show that this method overcomes the shortcomings of tradional method and can effectively distinguish the fault feature of the hydraulic pump bearing.
EMD method
Any of the IMF obtained by EMD meet the following two conditions:(1)The zero number and poles number of entire signal are equal or differ 1 at most；(2)The mean value of the two envelope determined by the maximum points and minimum points is zero.
The steps of EMD are as follows. (1 
Envelope spectrum analysis
The steps of envelope spectrum analysis are as follows:
(1)Makes the Hilbert transformation to the first several IMF ,which is 
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(4)Makes the spectrum analysis to the envelope signal then the envelope spectrum is obtained.
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Experiment device
We did the experiments on the hydraulic pump bench( Figure 1 )and used the A11VLO190 (Figure 2 ) as research object which has 9 plungers.In the experiment,we set the export oil pressure of the pump is 10Mpa and rotational speed is 1600r/min.So corresponding shaft frequency is 26.667Hz and oil-supplied pulse frequency is 240Hz (9 times as the shaft frequency).The failure of hydrauli pump bearing is simulated which is shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 .From the bearing fault characteristic frequency calculation formula, we can know that the characteristic frequency of inner ring fault is 252.6Hz and the characteristic frequency of rolling element fault is 70Hz. We used acceleration sensor to collect vibration signal of the pump as the characteristics signal of the pump and sampling frequency is 10 kHz. 
State signals of the hydraulic pump
We did the experiments of three modes of normal,inner ring failure and rolling element failure of pump bearing to verify the fault diagnosis method. The vibration signal of three modes are shown in figure 5 .It can be seen that the time-domain waveforms are very similar and it is difficult to directly determine the state of the hydraulic pump from them. 
Fault diagnosis analysis
The spectrums of the three models are shown in Figure 6 .It can be seen that low frequency (1kHz or less) lines are mainly concentrated in the shaft frequency(26.667Hz) and its frequency multiplication. There are obvious peaks in the oil supply ripple frequency(240Hz) and its frequency multiplication.However, the characteristic frequency components(252.6Hz、70Hz) reflecting bearing fault is much weaker than shaft frequency's(26.667Hz) and its frequency multiplication.So it is difficult to diagnosis bearing fault using low frequency spectrum. In the high frequency band (1 kHz above),cycle pulsation caused by different bearing failure arouse different frequency band high frequency vibration of pump. For example, the high frequency resonance band generated by bearing inner ring fault concentrated in the 3000Hz-4000Hz, rolling element failure concentrated in the 1800Hz-2500Hz.Thus, we can use EMD decompose vibration signal in different frequency band adaptively and extract fault feature information. Figure 6 . Spectrums of the three models Because the high frequency signal focuse on the first a few IMF components, we extract the first three IMF components of the three modes to study, as shown in figure 7--figure 9 . It can be seen that each IMF component presents modulation feature.Then we do envelope spectrum analysis to the first three IMF components of the three modes, as shown in figure 10-figure 12 . As can be seen from Figure 10，there are distinct peaks in 28Hz (near the shaft frequency), 105Hz (4 frequency doubling), 238Hz (9 frequency doubling, oil-supplied pulse frequency) of IMF1, IMF2 components of the normal signal. Figure 9 shows that the peak of bearing inner ring fault signal is clear(239Hz) but it is weaker in the other two frequency(28Hz and 105Hz).It is because the bearing Fault Diagnosis of Hydraulic Pump Bearing Based on EMD and Envelope Spectrum Tang Hong-bin, Wu Yun-xin , Liao Zhi-qi inner ring fault feature frequency (252.6 Hz) is close to oil-supplied pulse frequency(239Hz),so the the frequency's energy increase but and the other frequencies become weaker. Figure 10 shows that the rolling element fault s fault characteristics frequency (70Hz) is clear in the envelope spectrum of IMF1 component.So we can detect the fault by envelope spectrum analysis to the first three IMF components of the vibration signal.
Conclusion
(1)Aiming at the difficulty in early fault diagnosis of pump bearings, the fault characteristic signal is weak and the traditional envelope analysis is necessary and used to determined center frequency and bandwidth of the band-pass filter rely on experience,A fault diagnosis approch based on empirical mode decomposition(EMD) and envelope spectrum is proposed.According to the method, the vibration signal collected from pump decomposed into some intrinsic mode function (IMF) using EMD at first.Then the first a few IMF are envelope analyzed and the envelope spectrums are obtained which include the main fault information.Finally, the working conditions and fault types of the pump bearings is determined by the analysis of the envelope spectrum.
(2)Do the experiments to verify the fault diagnasis method.The experimental results show that this method overcomes the defect of traditional signal processing method and the fault characteristics of the pump bearings is extracted effectively, the three states of normal,inner ring damage and rolling element damage of pump bearings are correctly identified. It is an effective method for pump bearing fault diagnosis.
